


 

Ox Heart Yellow, Orange, Black,

Red (Perfection Brand) Trays 

Lemongrass Kg

Banana 15Kg Box 

Large Truss Tomato Tray 

Fresh Squeezed Blood Orange

Juice 1L 

$36.00

$8.80
$23.80

$22.90

$7.50
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(in season)

Soursop - available for short time only (very similar to
custard apple)
Turkish Chilli - looking to be in abundance this week get
them in and pickled while stock lasts 
 Apple Cucumber - First of season starting to come through
the market 
 Rambutans - have started and will now be available while
the season lasts 
Baby Wombok - coming out of perfection new season just
started
Lychee - season has started and will run now for next few
months  Purple Wombok - available again this week this is
a great cabbage for adding a bit of colour to a dish 
Loquats - very short season will be available for next
months
Cucumelons - season has started still very expensive, but
price and supply will get better over next few weeks 



(in season)

Purple Yam - New product in the market this week,
supply is limited pre order recommend to guarantee
supply
Taro (medium size), Casava (Pre Order Only), Galangal,
Turmeric - New farmer we are working with (Pao her)
Queensland supplying 
Apricots - First of the season our available still very
expensive and quality not great but start to think of
them for summer menus
Cherries - First of the season have started still very
expensive price and quality will improve in 3-4 weeks 
Peach - our now in good supply with quality improving
quicky and price dropping. 
Nectarine - our now in good supply with quality
improving quicky and price dropping



Sweetcorn - corn prices starting to shoot back up this week 
Lebanese Eggplant - supply still short 
Asparagus - prices have started to rise due to such high
demand and there being very limited supply white asparagus
has really spiked in price
Citrus - season has come to an end try to remove from
menus where you can going to switch to import soon and
prices will become high. Lemons starting to become
expensive 
Oyster & Shimeji Mushroom - supply are looking very short
this week due to a major growing shortage 
Long Red & Long Green Chilli - is short and very expensive 

Expensive
(end of season)



Expensive
(end of season)

Roma Tomato - price still expensive round tomato very
expensive and quality is a little average avoid were possible 
Large Carrots - supply has got better but still very expensive 
Passion Fruit - continue to be extremely high but our starting
to come back slowly 
Green Papaya - prices rising again
Snow Pea & Sugar Snap - very expensive at the moment 
Snake Bean - prices our on the rise 
Young Garlic - finished for the season
All Leaf Items - have been effected by the rain we our trying
our best to source the best produce but this is going to be an
issue this week



TURKISH CHILLI

SOURSOP APPLE CUCUMBER

RAMBUTAN


